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Today: Reconfigurable computing
What is reconfigurable computing?

Why is it a good idea?

What are the different approaches?
◦ FPGAs

◦ CGRAs

◦ Hybrid CPU systems
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Why reconfigurable?
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Why reconfigurable computing?
Accelerators get 100s × improvement in performance/energy

But new hardware is difficult & expensive
◦ Especially in cutting-edge manufacturing processes (e.g., 7nm)

Can we bridge the gap btwn general-purpose & accelerators w/out custom hardware?
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Reconfigurable computing
Basic idea: A spatial array of processing elements (PEs) & memories w/ a configurable network

Map your computation spatially onto the array

We’ve seen this before!
◦ “Spatial dataflow” (e.g., TRIPs)

Goal: Programmable w/ near-ASIC efficiency
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Field-Programmable 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs)
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Basic FPGA design
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Basic FPGA design (zooming in)
Routing is very expensive!

◦ ~Half of area

Each “C” consists of lookup tables (LUTs) & registers
◦ LUT implements arbitrary logic

◦ Small LUTs: faster, but “wide logic” requires multiple LUTs 
(more routing)

◦ Big LUTs: slower, but implements “wide logic” w fewer
LUTs; wastage if unused

◦ (≈ 10 × more transistors than hard logic)
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Mapping applications to an FPGA
Starting point: Circuit description of the application

◦ Application must be written in low-level hardware language
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FPGA applications over the years…
Classically

◦ ASIC prototyping

◦ Low-volume applications

More recently
◦ “General-purpose acceleration” platform

◦ Widely deployed in datacenter @ Microsoft, Amazon

Why the shift?
◦ Slowdown in CPU performance scaling

◦ Cloud operators want to serve a variety of customers (reconfigurability++)
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Problems & limitations
Programming

◦ Low-level coding in hardware language (Verilog, VHDL)

◦ Lots of work on “high-level synthesis” from FPGA vendors
◦ Traditionally, awful to use, but might be close to an inflection point

◦ Active research area

◦ Synthesis (compilation) can take many hours!
◦ Common workflow: start compilation, go home, test next morning, repeat

Efficiency vs. ASIC
◦ Traditionally: 10x gap in area / performance / energy vs. an ASIC

(Comparing an FPGA to an equivalent ASIC implementation)

◦ This may be too pessimistic. Why?

◦ FPGA designs can afford to specialize much more than an ASIC
◦ ASICs are expensive to design; want some flexibility & future-proofing

◦ FPGA can cheaply & quickly update design

◦ Proper comparison: highly tuned FPGA design vs. flexible ASIC➔ smaller efficiency gap
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Coarse-Grain 
Reconfigurable Arrays 
(CGRAs)
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Why coarse-grain?
FPGAs pay a high price for bit-level configurability

◦ E.g., need per-bit state to route each signal correctly

This is often not needed by applications!
◦ All bits of a single value routed from “same source” to “same destination”

◦ Applications frequently use addition, multiplication, etc – much more efficiently implemented directly 
than via LUTs

Compilation can be easier
◦ Less configurability ➔ fewer choices for compiler

◦ But harder to synthesize arbitrary high-level code onto a limited array
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Basic CGRA architecture
High-level very similar to what we’ve seen before

Increase “native word size” from 1 bit→multi-bit
◦ How coarse? A tradeoff…

◦ ~4 bits: still highly configurable, but more efficient

◦ ~32 bits: much more efficient, but less configurable

◦ (or inefficient on applications that only use few bits)

Often still have some bit-level configurability
◦ E.g., for control signals
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Modern FPGAs
Even FPGAs are coarse-grain today!

◦ Hardened logic in LUTs

◦ “DSP blocks” to implement wide add/mul efficiently

◦ Dense memories distributed throughout fabric
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Plasticine
[Prabhakar et al, ISCA’17]

Plasticine maps high-level “parallel patterns” to hardware 
structures in a CGRA

Map: apply f() to each element of vector
◦ E.g., gather, zip, etc

FlatMap: map but each f() produces 0-N outputs
◦ E.g., WHERE in SQL

Fold: map f() then reduce the output
◦ E.g., sum elements of vector

HashReduce: map f(k,v) to buckets k1…kN, then reduce
each bucket

◦ E.g., histogram

Each pattern can be efficiently implemented in hardware
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Plasticine
[Prabhakar et al, ISCA’17]

Plasticine maps high-level “parallel patterns” to hardware structures in a CGRA
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Plasticine
[Prabhakar et al, ISCA’17]
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Plasticine
[Prabhakar et al, ISCA’17]
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Each PCU implements a single, low-level parallel pattern
Pipelined SIMD engine w/ communication across lanes
Control via simple state machine w/ counters



Plasticine
[Prabhakar et al, ISCA’17]
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Each PMU provides SRAM scratch pads & address calculation
(Address calculation in PCUs leaves lanes under-utilized)

Interconnect is statically configured (i.e., per app) to route data
and control signals



Plasticine Evaluation
112mm2 in 28nm @ 1GHz

◦ 48% in compute units (pretty high!)

◦ 30% in memory units

◦ 16% in interconnect

◦ 5% in memory controller

◦ Can change balance of PCUs/PMUs as needed (but only at design time)

Reconfigurability costs estimated 11 × area vs. ASIC design, on average

1.5 − 77 × energy improvement vs. FPGA (depends heavily on how well app maps to FPGA)
◦ More memory available in PMUs

◦ More efficient compute in PCUs
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Hybrid reconfigurable 
architectures
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Garp
Reconfigurable array integrated w/ core
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Garp: A MIPS Processor with a Reconfigurable Coprocessor --
John R. Hauser and John Wawrzynek



DySER
CGRA integrated into execute stage of general-purpose processor

◦ CPU is a load-store engine for the spatial array

◦ Compiler synthesizes custom “mega-functional-unit” datapaths from C code

◦ Exploits data parallelism by streaming inputs into array

Combines many ideas we’ve talked about: VLIW, decoupled access-execute, dataflow, vector …

On standard multithreaded workloads
◦ 10% - 900% speedup

◦ 50% - 1200% energy savings

◦ At the low end, Amdahl’s Law limits gains
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Unifying Functionality and Parallelism Specialization for Energy-
Efficient Computing” – Govindaraju et al (2012)



Summary
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Reconfigurable computing summary
New architectural techniques needed to maintain performance scaling

Vast majority of applications will never get an ASIC

Where does reconfigurable computing fit in?
◦ Must have regular control / dataflow for mapping

◦ Not super data-parallel – or GPU will do well

◦ ➔ Covers some applications but not universal

Some persistent problems
◦ Programming & compilation

◦ HLS & DSLs are promising approaches, but no consensus solution

◦ What is the right granularity?
◦ Constant tug towards specialization, but no obvious answer
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